Release Notes v. 2023.1.1*

What we’ve fixed

We fixed the bugs below to make your CAD experience better.

- **Slowness in client station**
  Potential slowness on distributed systems have been resolved.

- **Issue merging crown on implant**
  An issue when merging a screw-retained Crown in combination with a Straumann material has been resolved. The resulting screw channel thickness is calculated according to the material specifications and can be manufactured correctly.

- **Gingiva scan missing**
  When a Synergy case is scanned with a Medit scanner the gingiva scan now appears in coDiagnostiX.

- **Misaligned abutments**
  Manual adjustment is no longer required before milling Createch-based abutment when using STL manufacturing output.

- **Straumann Centralized Manufacturing**
  Issues that could have caused delays or project cancellation in Straumann Centralized Production have been resolved.

- **Online Help**
  Issues accessing online help from the client application have been resolved.

- **Order creation**
  The issue preventing users from creating new orders when using the software in French and Spanish has been resolved.

- **Order Management**
  The issue that prevented the system from exporting manufacturing files for specific indications (Partial, Orthodontic Archiving, and Wax-up) across all language settings has now been resolved.

*This version is compatible with Dental Wings standalone software licenses and the following lab scanners: 7Series, 3Series, and Medit T500, T310, T510, and T710.